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The CAD is showing signs of life after the USD pushed above 1.30 last week to reach its 

highest point since Nov 2020.  The USD broke through the range highs that have 

checked USD gains over the past 10 months or so but it failed to take advantage of 

that move and closed out Friday little changed in net terms over the week, leaving the 

USD rally looking stretched and prone to a correction.   

The CAD’s performance over the past few weeks has been driven by risk aversion and 

elevated volatility for the most part.  We have noted the CAD’s strong, positive 

correlation with the S&P 500 in recent reports; this peaked at +75% last week and has 

edged down to +70% today but it remains one of the tightest correlations among the 

majors, meaning there is little escape—at this point—from broader swings in stocks.  

After the S&P’s near 20% fall from the Jan peaks, we can perhaps start to hope that 

the worst of the equity market volatility is behind us and the CAD can start to refocus 

on domestic fundamental drivers.   

Tomorrow’s Canadian CPI data is perhaps an opportunity for economic data to give 

the CAD some positive momentum.  Recent trends suggest that price growth in Canada has picked up in recent months, more so than in the US.  

The 3m/3m measure of headline inflation in Canada reached 3.4% in April versus 3.1% in the US (which fell back to 2.8% in the May data).  Inflation 

“surprises” have been stronger and more persistent in Canada relative to the US data also suggests.  The market consensus for Canada’s May CPI 

report is for headline inflation to remain unchanged at 6.7% y/y (recall that US headline inflation eased to 8.3% y/y in last week’s report).  Risks 

may be tilted towards more elevated price growth in Canada; Scotia’s call is for inflation to pick up to 6.9% which is the top end of the survey 

forecast range.  This would be the highest rate of domestic inflation since the early 1980s and should bolster market expectations that the BoC will 

act “forcefully”, as policy makers have indicated, to above target inflation.  Our house call is for both the Fed and BoC to raise rates 50bps over their 

next three policy meetings before moving to 25bps increments.  Fed policy makers have rather suggested that 50bps are all but certain to be 

deployed over the next two meetings only, however.  High Canadian inflation data may bolster market expectations that the BoC is more likely to 

deliver that third 50bps than the Fed.   

Short-term US-Canada spreads have edged to more supportive levels for the CAD in the past week, with the 2Y cash spread holding in a –5/-10bps 

range, well off the +17bps yield premium the USD enjoyed in March.  Assuming USDCAD can hold in the low 1.28s ahead of the CPI release 

tomorrow, a higher than consensus expectations report should help push USDCAD back towards the low 1.27 zone (where short-term technical 

signals suggest USDCAD has the potential to reach in the next few days).      

CAD Rebound May Extend on High CPI 
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